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Fleet-Level Environmental Evaluation Tool - FLEET
• Uses a system dynamics-inspired simulation to evolve airline fleet,
passenger demand, environmental impact over time
• At core is an allocation problem to simulate a profit-seeking airline
– 1,940 routes connect a subset of World-Wide LMI Network of 257 major
airports
– Includes US domestic routes and int’l routes with direct flight originating
or ending at US airport
– Uses date from Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS), so FLEET
represents US flag carriers only
• FLEET represents aircraft by class (number of seats) and by technology age

• First, solve the supersonic aircraft allocation problem
– Airline serves premium (supersonic) demand to maximize
profit before other (subsonic) demand
– This means supersonic aircraft deployments have higher
priority than subsonic aircraft
• Merge unsatisfied supersonic market demand with subsonic
market demand
• Solve subsonic aircraft allocation problem

Fleet-level predictions with supersonic aircraft –
demonstration
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• Purdue major efforts in two areas for current effort to support CAEP working
groups:
– Incorporating detailed A10 Notional Medium SST aircraft model and
detailed SST airport pair routing in FLEET
– Generating supersonic and subsonic aircraft usage and allocation data

FLEET implementation of supersonic aircraft
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• Supersonic passenger demand
– 5% of passengers on a route are business class or above
travelers, based on data for historic domestic flights
– These are the only potential supersonic passengers in current
model (not yet reflecting latent demand)
– FLEET reflects SST passengers on US-touching routes using US
flag carriers
• Supersonic routes
– Potential routes identified based on simplistic minimum time
SST routing, SST aircraft range capability as a function of
overwater flight percentage, and potential block time savings
(savings of more than 1 hour)
– FLEET network consists of 205 potential supersonic routes
• 193 nonstop routes
• 12 routes with fuel stop where supersonic origin to destination time
including stop is lower than subsonic non-stop
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Supersonic aircraft characteristics
A10 Notional Medium SST (55-seats)
– FLOPS files for A10 Notional Medium SST aircraft provided by Georgia
Tech along with the detailed weighted sum SST routing (tradeoff
between the time optimal-only route and fuel optimal-only SST route
path)
– FLOPS runs provide SST block time and block fuel for all the potential
supersonic routes in FLEET
• Aircraft operation cost modeling
– Crew cost dependent on block time
– Maintenance hours set as 1.5 times that of a subsonic large twin-aisle
aircraft in FLEET
– Aircraft acquisition cost, indirect operating cost, and insurance set same
as that of a subsonic large twin-aisle aircraft in FLEET
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2038 FLEET aircraft allocations on selected supersonic
routes – demonstration
• With current modeling
– Airline serves 51 routes with supersonic aircraft in year 2038
– FLEET results provide detailed supersonic and subsonic aircraft allocation
data, including number of daily roundtrips, number of roundtrip
passengers carried, etc.
Route Information

FLEET Allocation Information Number of Daily Roundtrips for different A/C Size and Generation
Distance
Best-inAllocation
Fuel
Future-in- New-in- New-in- Future-in- New-inAirport A Airport B
Flown
Class
Model
Stop
Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
Class 5
Class 6
(nmi)
Supersonic
Supersonic
3150.63
0
12
0
0
1
2
JFK
LHR
Subsonic-only
2991.45
0
12
0
0
1
Supersonic
2225.47
1
27
0
1
0
5
LAX
HNL
Subsonic-only
2217.99
0
28
2
0
0
Supersonic
HNL 6621.70
0
1
3
0
1
1
DFW
NRT
Subsonic-only
5573.40
0
0
1
6
0

– Introduction of supersonic aircraft can impact subsonic aircraft allocation
– This FLEET run has no constraints on number of airport operations
– The number of round trips reflects US flag carriers only
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Implement higher density subsonic aircraft to FLEET airline on routes
where supersonic aircraft also operate to investigate how airlines might
further change operations with supersonic aircraft in operation
Develop and test passenger choice model model to update FLEET
allocation problem to improve on 5% demand idea
Conduct economic sensitivity studies for drivers that impact supersonic
travel
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